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(Elsbeth Johnson)

Link:https://www.dukece.com/insights/the-four-delusions-of-leadership/
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THE FOUR DELUSIONS OF LEADERSHIP

Elsbeth Johnson

Link:https://www.dukece.com/insights/the-four-delusions-of-leadership/

Over the years, a clichéd vision of leadership has become established which is

especially popular when it comes to how we lead change. We see it

everywhere – from The West Wing and The Apprentice, to chief executives’

memoirs and MBA case studies. In this Hollywood-style version of leadership,

an organization that needs to make fundamental changes finds a leader who

is charismatic, who can evangelize for the change he believes the firm needs,

and who can motivate people to follow him. (And by the way, it is usually a

‘him’.) The guy is a rock-star.                                                                

The problem with this story is not the things this leader is doing. The problem

is the things it leaves out – the other things that leaders need to do, and pay

attention to, if they are to lead change that not only gets done, but is sustained

without the need for their ongoing personal involvement.                                    

So, why is it that leaders continue to believe that the charismatic, rock-star

type of leadership is all they need when it comes to leading change? Having

worked with hundreds of leaders as they decide on and then try to lead their

change efforts, it is clear to me that many of them labour under what I call the

Four Delusions of Leadership.                                                                

These delusions are, unfortunately, reinforced by much of the existing

research on change, which often only investigates the initial stages of a

change effort rather than the long term, and only collects data on what leaders 
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say they did during the change, rather than on what followers say they needed.

It’s time to challenge these leadership delusions because, for as long as they

continue, they will limit leaders’ thinking about what it takes to lead successful,

sustainable change.                                                                

1. The Magic Delusion

The first delusion is the belief that the secret to making change happen lies in

the heroic, personal magic of the leader: their charisma and their ability to

charm and inspire followers. This has found support in some well-known

change models which claim that charismatic, or transformational, leadership is

needed to deliver transformational change.                                                         

But the Magic Delusion causes real issues for leaders and the change they’re

looking to deliver. If leaders believe their personal ‘magic’ is all it takes to

fundamentally change a business, the chances are they will devote too little

time and attention to the part played by others – and to the less magical and

more instrumental parts of leading a change effort, like budgets, roles and key

performance indicators (KPIs). The lesson for leaders? It’s less about the

magic and more about the mundane.                                                                

By all means, be charismatic and inspiring; tell people you believe in the

change and that you’re there to support them. But then make sure you also

sweat the boring details that will set them up to succeed. Worry about the

organizational chart and the new roles everyone will need to play in the

change. And pay attention to the KPIs and metrics so that everyone knows 

how they’ll be measured and rewarded for their efforts. That means your 
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personal magic won’t be needed as much to keep the change going in its later

stages.                                                                

2. The Activity Delusion

The second delusion is the Activity Delusion: the belief that leading change 

is all about getting activities going as quickly as possible, thereby creating

early momentum through that very familiar phrase, ‘quick wins’.                                 

Tempting though it is to prove the value of the change by getting some quick

wins up and running, the early activities that are chosen in organizations which

succumb to the Activity Delusion often do long-term harm to the change effort.

That’s because they focus time, attention and resources on relatively speedy

improvements, which are in fact cosmetic and have little lasting impact, rather

than on the longer-dated, more fundamental improvements that strategic

change actually requires. The lesson? It’s not about activities, it’s about

outcomes.                                                                

In other words, leaders need to work on specifying what will improve as a

result of the new strategy. What outcomes will get better, by how much, and

by when? It’s only when leaders have been clear about the outcomes being

targeted that managers can make smart decisions about which activities to

work on.                                                                

3. The Drama Delusion

The Drama Delusion is closely related to both the Activity and the Magic

Delusions – often because the same leaders seem to suffer from both of them. 
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But whereas the Magic Delusion is about believing that your own personal

charisma can push the change forward, and the Activity Delusion tells you to

get some projects started regardless of their long-term value, the Drama

Delusion is the belief that change is inherently fast, exciting, action-packed and

risky.                                                                

There are two problems with this. The first is that leaders expect, and signal to

others, that a new strategy or change should happen quickly: they have little

patience for change that takes too long. This means they often focus too little

on the elements of the change program that will take the most time, even

when these are usually the areas that will have the most fundamental and

longest-lasting impact.                                                                

The second problem is that leaders who believe that change inherently entails

drama, or even requires it, tend to eschew the use of routines that help

change to ‘bed down’, and pay too little attention to the new processes and

ways of working that need to be developed. The lesson for leaders: change

isn’t fast, it’s slow. It’s less about drama and more about routine. That’s firstly

because the reality of a strategic change effort is that it will take time. That’s

just the nature of the beast. And it’s only when managers feel that they have

the time needed to make a meaningful difference that they will invest in the

deep, fundamental, long-dated work on systems and capabilities that is

needed, rather than defaulting to those cosmetic ‘quick wins’.                            

Secondly, if change is going to stick, then it needs to be baked into the

everyday processes, habits and routines of the business and its people. For a 
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while at least, these need to be stable and unchanging, producing value for

the business without the need for further change or another new strategy. That

is how to make your change the new routine, rather than just another change

initiative that didn’t work.                                                                

4. The Agency Delusion

The fourth and final delusion is the Agency Delusion. Agency is the capacity of

individuals to make decisions and then enact those decisions. Leaders

infected by the Agency Delusion believe that it is people alone who make

change happen, with no help required from the structure of the organization; if

change is slow to happen, it must be because people are resisting.                   

In some ways, the Agency Delusion is just a larger version of the Magic

Delusion. But it deserves to be seen as separate because the damage it can

do to organizations is much greater and far-reaching. While the Magic

Delusion can be cured by leaders saying, “Of course, it’s not just about me, it’s

about everyone in the organization”, that still isn’t quite enough to optimize the

organization. Leaders need to admit that sustainable change isn’t created just

by the effort, willpower or resilience of people, but rather by people using their

efforts to change the structures of the organization.                                             

That structure includes those elements of an organization that aren’t

dependent on new, conscious effort by particular individuals to make them

happen. Some of these elements are what we might call ‘hard’ structure –

things like processes, KPIs, decision-rights and dashboards. But the other

parts of an organization’s structure are what we might call ‘soft’ or even ‘social’ 
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structure, the best example being the organization’s culture. Whether soft or

hard, structure means that getting stuff done in the organization doesn’t

require a person, whether a leader or a follower, to make a new, wilful decision

every morning to make it happen. It just happens.                                               

The lesson for leaders? Leading change is not just about ‘fixing’ the people:

it’s about re-making the whole system, of which structure is a critical part.

Indeed, my research tells us that if any of the elements which make up the

system of the organization – that is, people and structure – are not changed to

help support the new direction, then existing structures will slowly defeat the

change.                                                                

The reason is simple: the current structures require no new input from

individuals to make them work. They just work. Until they are changed to

support the new approach, they will work to deliver the old strategy or way of

doing things. Meanwhile, the new strategy or change needs regular, active

input from individuals to push it forward. Quite simply, the system can’t work

properly without change to the structures. Despite people’s best efforts,

willpower and resilience, the old structure will win out – and the new strategy

will die.                                                                

The alternative is for leaders to use their positional power to change the

structures of their organization so that they reinforce and embed the change. If

you can reshape the culture of the organization, as well as its habits and

systems, then not only does the change happen with less individual, agentic

effort; it is also much more likely to be sustained. Achieve this, and the 
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structures and systems of the organization will be able to do the heavy lifting

for you.                                                                

The Four Delusions of Leadership remain sub-conscious in the minds of many

of the leaders I work with, but they can have deeply pernicious effects. It is

only by identifying them, and then by working to combat them, that we will

reconceive what it takes to lead strategic change effectively. By doing so, we

can massively increase the chances of our change efforts making a lasting

impact on the businesses we run.                                                                

''''''''''''////////////////////''''''''''''
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Link:https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/social-media-and-mental-health#linked-conditions
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Ðic*Š{Î̄zc*ZEw™D÷Zy~LrgZEw™äzZßVÆ£«~ZKf6¡Ã²:c*
**³ŒÛZgŠ¶»Zky»°ic*Š{ƒ@*ìX

R,SÎgkäÎ̄zc*ÆZEwÃ’~ñZzg@*íÐÝHXHg4Æa  »_· 2019

!*‡°{ÔZZ£gÅ’¢zg~ìÔZzgØZ@ÐØ¸ìā’Æ)bf6¡ÆtZW,Z]Ô‰e6,c
Zzgc*ŠŠZ“Å¶~çzy÷X

’6,tZW,Z]Æ´z{ÔÎ̄zc*Z�ÛZŠÃ‚$è{¤/Š~»¶K:¯™f6¡Å].z4ÃÀŠ}YìX
 Ðic*Š{Z�ÛZŠÆuz}~Ô>ä0*c*āZy~Ð½â 6000 ‚wÅ/Æ 18D10~2020

Ûä‚$Šð÷»Š/HåX

Î̄zc*PÃg'×ÆtUƒV~ÐZq-tìāz{Z�ÛZŠÃvyŠ{Z¯Z÷Ñzq™äc*;ä»ñ
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�ÛZë™D÷ZzgÇà‰azZáZÖpZEw™D÷�ßÍVÃŠk,0*_.!*CŠZ̈VÐŠzeg™Mh÷X

]]]]ÂÂÂÂ‚‚‚‚]]]]����ææææ����ÛÛÛÛ^̂̂̂…………

Î̄zc*¹ic*Š{WÅiŠ~WŠHìÔ¹Ïg7gF~ZkÆZEwÃ™}òÐ�hZŠHìX

¸òuz}ZzgW!*Š~6,FF_°]ÐØ¸ìāÎ̄zc*ÅŠ*™g@Åf6¡6,n{ÁZW,Z]%A$™

ÆŠgxyâ/zV~pŠÉÅÃ@V~ 2017 Zzg 2009 ~Ôuz}Æ}ò U.S. $ËìXÜs

ZŸ†ªCÙ™D÷X 25%

Z¤/pÎ̄zc*ZyzZu]~ÐCÙZq-~Ãð™ŠZgZŠZ7™YìÔpN*ì�Û*ZyPÃg'×Æ(,_

»Zq-_·ZkZW,Å¤&™@*ìX>äCc*āZ¤/pÎ̄zc* 2021 ƒñZEwÐ0ìX
2 ‚wÅ/ÐgziZ:ÁZiÁ 13 ÆZEwÐ±ÃVÆpŠÉÆç}6,ÁÐÁZW,7,@*ìÔp�±HV

]Î̄zc*ZEw™C÷Zy~!*½VÅ§bpŠÉ»®Ò541¹ÿ GEGç{ic*Š{ƒ@*ìX

~f6¡~¶zZƒðìÔâ/zV~ U.S. '×h+',WVÔW!*Š~6,FF_¬Æ}òÐØ¸ìā
ZŸ†ƒZìX 37% (,}ZfŠ{zZu]ÆZky~

]Ðic*Š{Î̄zc*ZEw™D÷Zy~ 3 »_Å™A¨é XG.ÞZOŠâ~.ä?m,Hāâ/�gziZ: 2019

f6¡Æ)bÔ‰ZfŠÏÔZCZ[ÔYg¢AZzg)�Ygzb»‚o™ä»Zkyic*Š{ƒ@*ìX

‘vkµ†ÚßËo]$†]l

Î̄zc***»°ÆZˆ‚]ÃÀŠ}YìXßÍVÃZ(CkƒYì‰ZyÅi0+Ïc*ªCÙ~̂»Î̄
zc*6,ŠzuzVÆ‚B‚iÇgñZi:7ƒ@*ìÔTÐŠZzg°xZEyÆZˆ‚]aZƒD÷X

ÆZq-_¬ÐØ`ìāÎ̄zc*»ic*Š{ZEwËðÆZˆ‚]ÃÁ™äÆOñ(,k 2018
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ìXZkätÌCc*āÎ̄zc*ÆZEwÃÁ™äÐßÍVÃÁËðZzgZêCk™ä~æŠQ
ìZzgZyÅ#bz‹Š~4~WCìX

'×h+',WVÔÎ̄zc*‚$è{¤/Š~ÃW‚y¯YìZzg)¡jpŠ6,%ÃiZzgŠz2VZzg_ÐÃ,aZ

™YìX

Ú%fk]$†]l

ZkÅyZçVÆ!*z�ŠÔÎ̄zc*Š*½Å',ZŠg-VZzgZ�ÛZŠÃ�hä»Zq-ñW,fg=ìX

ßÍVÆgL¤/z7VÆŠgxyÎ̄zc*6,FF,Mzgå¹ÐßÍVÆaÃZ+{qìXÎ̄zc*
Æfg)Ô�Y'gÂVZzgZCZ[Æ‚B].z4™äzZáâ�ZyZCZÖg™Mh÷Zzg�YƒMh÷X
t?0+{¤/zƒVÆa{mîg6,ÃZ+{qƒYìÔ‰āñ"2.ç EHGEÔYètßÍVÃŠzu}ëìwZ�ÛZŠÐ
YZzg!*]’A™äÆ‡.Þ¯@*ìX

Î̄zc*Zq-Z,PÃgxÆîg6,Ì»x™@*ì�"WzZizVÃWzZiŠêìXVwÆîg6,Ô�ßvŸŠ
Zzg$+|Å»Dgƒñ÷z{ñ"2.ç EHGE‰ñ‹ÃZLìÑ]»ZÖg™äÔZyÆ!*g}~!*]™äZzgæŠ
qÝ™äÆnZEw™Mh÷X

Î̄zc*!&6VZzgpŠZÖgÆa½Zzg¥â]Ì�ÛZë™YìZzgZq-Wƒ^4�ÛZë™Y
ìX

ÚßŠ×Ô�†]ñ¼

)±Î̄zc*@{ƒäÆÚpsÅ§sáY@*ìÔ&¹Ðßvë÷XßÍVÃZ(Ck

ƒYì‰Šzu}ZyÐic*Š{̧ô™gì÷Ô�pŠZOŠ~ÃOW,™YìZzgf6¡Æ)b»:L
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0YìX

Z�ÛZŠ’:WäÅ76,Ñiòîg6,ZL¯ysB™Mh÷c*fZC©]c*5‡ÂVÆOñÎ̄zc*»
ZN[™Mh÷X

'×h+',WVÔKãZzg�Y¬5]6,Î̄zc*,MzgåÃF,ßŠ¶Ð'×Z`ÅyZ!‰ZCZ[ZzgZfŠÏ
ÆZk**](,|YD÷X

]$†]lÒ^]Þj¿^Ý

ÃÃÃÃðððð����ÛÛÛÛŠŠŠŠÎÎÎÎ̄̄̄̄zzzzcccc****ÆÆÆÆZZZZLLLLZZZZEEEEwwwwÃÃÃÃ¯̄̄̄YYYYìììì::::

ŠyÆºmZz‡]~Z�g^̄yÆeð́45½3ð
EGHKÃÈ™**Ô  /

‰āegZÇ8-ÆŠzgZyÔ»x6,Ôc*©V~X

Šz2VZzgZI{:Æ‚Bz‰Ü¦/ZgDƒñeð́45½3ð
EGHKÃÈ™**X  /

ÎDz‰ÜZ�g^̄yÃVÐ!*CÙǵX   /

(ÆÜs'×ZØÃW‚y¯äÆ Vibrations (c*zZ$c) Beeps 6,.yÁ"3ï EGF)  /

(ÃÈ™**X Notifications aZ:¬])

/Î̄zc*ÆZEwÃZ�g^̄yÆOñÛR,J-özŠ™**X

ÚßËo]$†]lÒo…æÕiã^Ý

4J-ZEwÃözŠ™ÆÎ̄zc*Æ¼tZW,Z]Ðv~ZKæŠ™Mh÷ÔT 30 ßvŠy~
ÆË~ZzgZkÐzZht}òÃÁHYYìX
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Î̄zc*6,yaƒäzZáz‰ÜÆ!*g}~ic*Š{WÇ{ƒäÐÔZq-¿ZLÀò'×Z`ÔÂzZzgù¦f6
¡~4~Ck™YìX

ì¡‘ä

Î̄zc*™g@ÃZ¼Z7-ñZ&]ZzgñZŠÆZ·ZuÆ!fgZù�ÛZë™@*ìX

Z¤/pZkÆZZW,Z]÷Ôpt™g@Åf6¡Ãtîg6,OW,™YìX

4J-özŠgppÐ̄ñÃÁHYYìZzgZkÆË~ÔÎ̄zc*Æ 30 Î̄zc*ÆZEwÃgziZ:
¢zg]Ðic*Š{ZEwÐzZhËðÔZCZ[ÔZfŠÏZzg’Æ)bÃŠzgHYYìX

''''''''''''////////////////////''''''''''''
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Why Social Media Affects Mental Health

Link:https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/social-media-and-mental-health#the-link

Social media has associations with depression, anxiety, and feelings of

isolation, particularly among heavy users.                                                            

A 2015 Common Sense survey found that teenagers may spend as much as 9

hours of each day online. Many of these individuals are themselves concerned

that they spend too much time browsing social networks. This wave of concern

suggests that social media could affect the mental health of its users.                

The researchers behind a 2017 Canadian study confirmed this finding. They

noted that students who use social media for more than 2 hours daily are

considerably more likely to rate their mental health as fair or poor than

occasional users.                                                                

A 2019 studyTrusted Source tied social media use to disrupted and delayed

sleep. Regular, high quality sleep is essential for well-being, and evidence

shows that sleeping problems contribute to adverse mental health effects,

such as depression and memory loss.                                                                

Aside from the adverse effects on sleep, social media may trigger mental

health struggles by exposing individuals to cyberbullying. In a 2020 survey of

more than 6,000 individuals aged 10–18 years, researchers found that about

half of them had experienced cyberbullying.                                                        

One of the downsides of social media platforms is that they give individuals 

the opportunity to start or spread harmful rumors and use abusive words that
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can leave people with lasting emotional scars.                                                    

Statistics

Social media has come under a lot of criticism, with many reports connecting

its use with severe consequences.                                                                

National surveys and population-based studies show that the world of social

media can have devastating effects on users’ mental health. In the U.S. alone,

survey findings show a 25% increase in suicide attempts among teenagers

between 2009 and 2017.                                                                

Although social media may not play a role in each of these incidences, the

time frame correlates with the growing use of these platforms. A 2021 study

confirms this effect. The researchers reported that while social media use had

a minimal impact on boys’ risk of suicide, girls who used social media for at

least 2 hours each day from the age of 13 years had a higher clinical risk of

suicide as adults.                                                                

Furthermore, findings from a population-based study show a decline in mental

health in the U.S., with a 37% increase in the likelihood of major depressive

episodes among adolescents.                                                                

A 2019 studyTrusted Source suggested that teenagers who use social media

for more than 3 hours daily are more likely to experience mental health

problems, such as depression, anxiety, aggression, and antisocial behavior.     

Negative Effects on Health
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Social media may trigger feelings of inadequacy. People may feel as though

their life or appearance does not compare favorably with that of others on

social media, leading to feelings of envy and dissatisfaction.                              

A 2018 study found that high social media usage increases rather than

decreases feelings of loneliness. It also reported that reducing social media

use helps people feel less lonely and isolated and improves their well-being.    

Additionally, social media can facilitate cyberbullying and create unhealthy

self-centeredness and distance from friends and family.                                     

Positive Effects

Despite its drawbacks, social media remains an efficient means of connecting

communities and individuals across the world.                                                    

Social media-based networking among small groups of people is beneficial for

many. Through social media, youngsters who struggle with social skills and

anxiety can express themselves and socialize. It can be particularly

advantageous for marginalized groups, such as LGBTQIA+ communities, as it

enables people to meet and interact with other like-minded individuals.             

Social media also serves as a platform that gives a voice to the voiceless. For

example, people who have been subject to violence and abuse can use

communities such as the #MeToo community to air their views, talk about

what they are facing, and find support.                                                                

Social media can also educate and inform and provide an outlet for creativity 
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and self-expression.                                                                

Linked Conditions

Unregulated social media leads to a constant fear of missing out, which many

refer to as FOMO. People may feel as though others are having more fun than

them, which can affect self-esteem and cause mental health issues.                  

Individuals may compulsively check their phones at the cost of missing sleep

or choose social media over in-person relationships or meetups.                        

Additionally, prioritizing social media networking over physical and social

interactions increases the chances of mood disorders such as anxiety and

depression.                                                                

Managing The Effects

An individual can make their use of social media positive by:

 - turning off a smartphone’s data connectivity at certain times of the day, such as while 

driving, at work, or in meetings                                                              

 - turning off data connectivity while spending time with friends and family

 - leaving the smartphone out of reach while sleeping

 - turning off notifications to make it easier to resist the distracting beeps or vibrations

 - limiting social media use to a computer rather than a smartphone

Preventing Negative Effects
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People can help themselves avoid some of the adverse effects of social media

by limiting use to 30 minutes a day, in turn reducing FOMO and the associated

negative consequences.                                                                

By being more conscious of the amount of time they spend on social media, a

person may notice improvements in their general mood, focus, and overall

mental health.                                                                

Summary

Social media provides users with a rapid means of electronic communication

and content sharing.                                                                

Although it has various positive effects, it can negatively affect users’ mental

health.                                                                

Limiting the use of social media to 30 minutes a day can reduce FOMO and, in

turn, relieve the loneliness, anxiety, depression, and sleep problems

associated with excessive social media use.                                                          

''''''''''''////////////////////''''''''''''
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____····::::
ÎÎÎÎ̄̄̄̄zzzzcccc****ÆÆÆÆZZZZEEEEwwwwÃÃÃÃffff6666¡¡¡¡~~~~¶¶¶¶ÐÐÐÐ����hhhhZZZZŠŠŠŠHHHHìììì

eeee››››zzzzZZZZ××××
((((Dylan Walsh))))

Link:https://mitsloan.mit.edu/ideas-made-to-matter/study-social-media-use-linked-to-decline-mental-health

: ttttYYYYVVVVZZZZëëëëìììì

>ä:,-Åñ�ŠÏZzg»ÒÆCY~ZCZ[ZzgZfŠÏ  ü
û ~ZŸ±ÆŠgxyZq-Zëm0*c*X

~;gzge-Eg;~:,-»W¸iHX¼Šy 2004 ä�Ûzg~ (Mark Zuckerberg) âgui™',v

CYä3D¯ñ¸XW`Ô½âŠzZg[gziZ:dw™g@÷X 650Ô̂

:,-ÅñACÂWÆ‚B‚Bâ/zVZzgâ�Zy!*½VÅf6Hg46,¡÷(,|g„ìXçiÃg
J-L 2007Ð2000 ‚wÆ”V~pŠÉÅÑb 24Ð10 em,m,NzwÆZ°ZŠzÑgÆ_.Ô

ZŸ†ƒZX 57% ÆŠgxyZk~ 2017 Zzg 2007 ¶XZkÆˆ

ZyáZi~gD**]ÃŠÙƒñÔf6¡Zzg(ßYÆZEwÆŠgxymÃ'¢zg~ìÔ{mîg6,
â�ZyÎ̄zc*Ã¾§bZEw™D÷Xp¹Ázz6,FF_°]ƒñ÷X

Z,%zV£áƒMh÷�Î̄zc*Zzg '' Z*WðK|ZyÆZq-Zk6,zWZÅ5½gö G–Gyä¹Ô
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#bz‹ŠÆŠgxyZgnoÃ7™D÷ÔZzgZy~Ð¹Ð¹ZiZzgZ•ð¥âC÷ÔpëZ[

�ßvic*Š{Î̄zc*ZEw™D÷z{ '' ÌZk!*g}~¹ÁY…÷āZk»ZW,¾§b¸ìX
Çzz '' ic*Š{ZfŠ{ƒMh÷Ôc*ZkÆ',@Ô�ßvic*Š{ZfŠ{÷z{Î̄zc*6,ic*Š{ÃuƒMh÷X

'' Æo]Å¶ìX

(+Zzg1Ãã-Eg;Æ‚¶ß»',Z�~ZzgLÞZ-[-Eg;ÆgzYC~»ÑZkÜÃZq-6£á
Ð6,™**ìÔ�Z%kZ)îg--~WäzZÑìX>ä»œV~:,-Æª]Z0gzwWƒÃ̂

~Ó~f6¡Zzg U.S. gŠ¿Æ‚B�hZÔ�7g} 430,000 D»ÒƒZbg
.3ïEHÆ

The survey looks at other dimensions of Hg4»Zq-4‚Ñ:uz}ìX)

(>ä student health, as well, like substance use and exercise habits.

:,-Åñ�ŠÏZzg»ÒÆCY~f6¡~yZ!ÆŠgxyZq-Zëm0*c*X

: ::::,,,,----JJJJ----gggg‚‚‚‚ðððð''''××××hhhh++++ZZZZCCCCZZZZ[[[[ZZZZzzzzggggZZZZffffŠŠŠŠÏÏÏÏ»»»»!!!!****¯̄̄̄))))kkkk����ìììì
Z#:,-»W¸iƒZÂg‚ð;gzgeZ~éZi+gözZáßÍVJ-özŠ¶XZq-â{ÐÌÁ²áÔ̂zd$

‚wÐic*Š{/ 13 J-Yg~g;ÔZ# 2006 ‚V$Ã¼ÔZ_543©ð HGEEgeZzg"5ÿ GGJ-’ˆXtF,¹IZ¶km

»ÃðÌ¿Z»ƒ.$¯äÆ‡.ÞåX

(+ä¹āëZk|ÃZEw™ä~»x[gìā:,-Z-Eg-V~ZZz‡]~
ÑzqƒZÔZk|Æ‚Bāëä¬„-Eg-V~t¹(,Zuz}HìÔ@*āCYÅf6¡6,
:,-ÆZW,Z]ÃŒYnX

ƒÐic*Š{zWeä6,Ô>äÔ‚w~Ëz‰Üf66,.ãÅZ:qŠ¶zZáCYÅ®ZŠ~
20% ZzgZCZ[ÅyZ!~ 7% »°ZŸ†0*c*X:,-J-»Ò½~g‚ðÅzzÐ”h+ZfŠÏ~

ZŸ†ƒZXZy}òÆ´z{ÔƒÐic*Š{ˆkCYÅZq-(,~‚äÌ‚rêZ8c*ZAe6,$k54ø GEHÆ
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¸�ZyÅ5i#ÖÐøzx 20% ‚B´â]»´`HXù¦îg6,Ôf6¡6,:,-ÆtZW,Z]½â
. Z�ÛZŠÅ§sÐŠ/HY@*ì

>»ìwìāZy}òÆú‚¹VÆ‚B�YñZi:ìÔZzgtZq-Z(ZW,ì�¢oƒ@*Š3ðŠê
Z(4ìāz‰ÜÆ‚BZW,Z] '' ìYèßvic*Š{MðÆa:,-Æ‚tWD÷X(+ä¹Ô

ÆñÌ�ZVÆWy~Ô;gzge~Zq-@*i{F,+¿Æ0*k:,-Zq- 2004 Z¤/Ô '''' (,_YD÷X
�ZzgŠz�ÆaÎ̄ñgÆaŠø7[åÔÂZ(4ìāZk»ZW,Î̄ñgÆ‚Bic*Š{¢oìÔT

'' Åúöic*Š{¶X

tŠÙƒñā(+ZzgZkÆÑq-!{3¨4è
EE

GE:,-ÃZkÅ  ßg�wÃi™äÅÃÒ™** '' zZª',~ ''

Z’Zð^~ŠNgì÷ÔZ7Zy}òÅZÌÆ!*g}~ÎZÑ]»‚o™**7,ZìX(+ä¹Ô
ZzgtZq-²:W '' '' ßvªZyƒD÷āt…ZÌ:,-c*Züî¤/ZxÆ!*g}~HC@*ìX ''

'' ìDpøg}ŠÃq~¼q,÷X

ƒÐ¬ÔZkuJ-ā�YñZi:Zy}òÃ`@*ìÔ(+äâ^HāZk!*]6,¢™äÅzzñ�Š
ìāZW,Á7ƒZìXŠzuzVÅ»g™Š{7:VÃŠ9ZzgZyÅ=ô™**:,-ZzgÎ̄zc*ÅŠvÔZÏ
§bÅªV6,Zq-ãCŠ~W6,|ZßwìX

(Makarin also suspects that the ubiquity of smartphones could make this channel of influence stronger.)

ŠzuZÔŒVJ-āZ¤/_·Ë{mæ]Ð0ìÔÂÎ̄zc*ZL™g@Ã¾§bOW,™@*ìZkÆ
�Ì '' !*g}~Š!*CZ°ZŠzÑgÅ¶»ÈìāËÌÑZ•Ã‡.ÞŠgŒY**e’XZrVä¹ā

X'' zzo]ë�ÛZë™äÆ‡.Þ÷Ôz{ZKâÎÆÒpÐÆì

(+ZzgZkÆÑq-!{3¨4è
EE

GEÌZL_·ÆŠZ],{»gÃözŠ™ä»ìwgnp÷X:,-Æ™g@Å
f6¡ÜsZq-òìT6,Î̄zc*Æù¦ZW,Z]ÅeöÅY$ËìXßv¯ZZ+qÝ™Mh÷Ô
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‰6,ZäŠz2VÆ‚BgZ‚c*ëìw¤/z7VJ-g‚ðc*¡¬]6,ZiÎŠ}Ô�ù¦îg6,ZyZY]

Ðic*Š{÷X

pZ¤/Z(ìÂÌÔ(+»ìwìāÎ̄zc*VZzg0*Œ‚izVÃZ[Ìf6Hg46,Âîg6,vy

tZ�ÛZŠD¬@W!*Š~ÆÛÐic*Š{DÆ0*k 4.5 J-Ô 2021 Š{ZW,Z]ÃÁ™äÆa»x™**ecX
Î̄zc*Z»ƒ.$åX

Z#~Zk»x6,Wc*Â~Y}åāf6¡Zq-ZëXìÔps¼VÂÔ~äZÐZL '' ZrVä¹Ô
Z#~äzZªâ�Zy!*½V~™C '''' Î̄zc*Z¤}~_·™äÆaÜsZq-Zzg³ŒX

ƒðf6¡ÆgD**]ÃŠ9ÑzqHÔÂ=ZˆkƒZāßg�wzZªXyZ[ìÔZzgt÷}‚Bú

ˆXÃðÌù]�t£!Ôc*ŠvÔZkgDyÆúHìZk~7™Mh÷ÔçÑ}Æa¹

'' ËƒÏX

''''''''''''////////////////////''''''''''''
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Study: Social Media Use Linked To Decline In Mental Health

by Dylan Walsh

Why It Matters

Researchers found a significant link between the presence of Facebook and

increases in anxiety and depression among college students.                            

Mark Zuckerberg launched TheFacebook at Harvard University in February

2004. Days later, 650 students had made accounts. Today, there are roughly

two billion daily active users.                                                                

Concurrent with Facebook’s meteoric expansion has been growing concern

over the mental well-being of adolescents and young adults. According to data

from the Centers for Disease Control, the suicide rate among 10- to

24-year-olds was stable from 2000 to 2007; it then increased 57% between

2007 and 2017.                                                                

Given these parallel trends, it’s important to understand the relationship

between mental health and technology use, especially how youths use social

media. But there have been few causal studies.                                                  

“There may be hundreds of papers that present correlations between social

media and well-being, and many of them are great and highly informative, but

we still know little about which way the effect runs,” saidAlexey Makarin, an

assistant professor at MIT Sloan. People who use more social media may

become more depressed, or, conversely, people who are more depressed 

may be more active on social media. “There is a lack of true causal evidence.”
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Makarin and colleagues Luca Braghieri of Bocconi University and Ro’ee Levy

of Tel Aviv University aim to fill this gap with a new paper, forthcoming in the

American Economic Review. The researchers paired the staggered rollout of

Facebook in colleges with 430,000 responses from the National College

Health Assessment, a semi-annual survey of mental health and well-being on

campuses across the U.S. (The survey looks at other dimensions of student

health, as well, like substance use and exercise habits.) The researchers

found a significant link between the presence of Facebook and a deterioration

in mental health among college students.                                                             

Facebook access leads to more anxiety and depression

When Facebook began, access was restricted to people with a Harvard email

address. Less than a month later, the website had expanded to Columbia,

Stanford, and Yale. This progressive opening continued until September of

2006, when anybody over 13 years old was able to create an account.              

“We were able to use the fact that Facebook rolled out at different universities

at different times, together with the fact that we have this huge survey already

conducted at universities, to understand the causal impact of Facebook on 

student mental health,” Makarin said.                                                      

Most broadly, the researchers found a sizable increase in the number of

students who reported mental distress at some time in the preceding year.

College-wide access to Facebook led to an increase in severe depression by

7% and anxiety disorder by 20%. Beyond these results, a greater percentage 

of the most susceptible students also treated symptoms with either 
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psychotherapy or antidepressants. In total, the negative effect of Facebook on

mental health appeared to be roughly 20% the magnitude of what is

experienced by those who lose their job.                                                             

The researchers posit that social comparison with peers is behind those

results, and it is an effect that appears to grow stronger as people are exposed

to Facebook for greater lengths. “The effects seem to increase with time,”

Makarin said. “If, in late fall 2004, a freshman at Harvard had Facebook

available to him for one semester and a sophomore for two semesters, it

appears as though the effect is stronger with the sophomore, who had greater

exposure.”                                                                

Trying to solve a “truly bad” situation

Given Makarin and his coauthors are looking at Facebook in its earliest form,

they’ve faced questions about the salience of these findings. “People wonder

how much this tells us about Facebook, or Instagram, right now,” Makarin said.

“And that’s a fair criticism — but there are a few things in our defense.”              

First, to the degree that social comparison drives these results, Makarin notes

there is reason to believe the effect has not diminished; looking at and

interpreting the curated posts of others remains a fundamental operating

principle on Facebook and other, similar forms of social media. (Makarin also

suspects that the ubiquity of smartphones could make this channel of influence

stronger.)                                                                

Second, even if the study pertains to a particular period, the paucity of

experimental data on how social media affects its users means any
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contribution should be considered worthwhile. “Whatever causal evidence we

are able to provide is, by its nature, useful,” he said.                                           

Makarin and his coauthors also take care to delimit the scope of their study.

The mental health of Facebook’s users is only one dimension on which to

measure the overall effect of social media. People may derive benefits, like

connection with old friends or access to likeminded groups or good deals on

products, that, in total, outweigh the costs.                                                          

But even if this is the case, Makarin believes that social media companies and

policymakers should still work to alleviate the potentially harmful effects on

mental well-being. As of 2021, 4.5 billion people — more than half of the

global population — had a social media account.                                                

“When I came to this work, I knew that mental health was an important issue,

but to be honest, I thought of it as just one more outcome to study in our social

media agenda,” he said. “When I started to really look into the trends of

deteriorating mental health among the young adults, though, I came to realize

how truly bad the situation is, and that stuck with me. Any insights that this

paper, or others, can offer into what’s behind this trend will be very valuable to

society.”                                                                

''''''''''''////////////////////''''''''''''
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The Quran and Hadees provide guidance in all affairs 
of life.it is imperative for a Muslim to study the 
Quran and Hadees, Understand them, and make

 these principles a part of the daily life. The most important 
human relationship is that of marriage. It is through this 
institution that the procreation and training of the human 
rrace comes about. So, it’s no wonder that the Quran 
and Hadees give us important guidance on this matter. 
But it is unfortunate that our authors, teachers and 
imams avoid this topic in their discourses due to a false 
sense of embarrassment. Moreover, most of them are not 
well versed in the eld of medicine and psychology. 
Therefore, it’s only people who have knowledge of both 
rreligion as well as medicine who should come forward to 
speak and write on the subject. We have included in this 
book all passages referring to sexual matters from the 
Quran, Hadees and Fiqa. These passages provide guidance 
to married as well as unmarried youngsters. If one reads 
this matter it would be easier to maintain proper physical 
and sexual health, along with an enjoyable marital life. 
TThe reading of this matter as well as using it in one’s life 

will be considered equal to worship.
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